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1. Introduction
Thank you for purchasing the FriendlyPanels King Air 350 Aircraft Pack. Here you will find the description,
installing and user instructions for these King Air 350.
Please, read this document entirely.
---oOo---

2. Installing and loading the aircraft
Run the installation program and follow the indicated steps. You'll find your new aircraft as the variation King Air
350 Collins PL21 and King Air 350 Collins FPI. Go to Select Aircraft Menu, check “Show All Variations”
checkbox at the bottom of this window, Select Aircraft, Aircraft manufacturer: Beechcraft, Publisher:
FriendlyPanels, then King Air 350 Collins PL21 or FPI.
---oOo---

3. Requirements
This panel requires Windows XP or later with at least SP1 and .Net Framework 1.1 and a screen resolution of
1024 x 768 or higher (1240 x 1024 recommended). Default FSX King Air 350 aircraft must be in its default
folder. No other special requirements are needed.
---oOo---

4. Panel
FPI

Clicking areas in panel:
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Toggle landing or full 2D panel.
Zoom ADI / HSI.
Zoom MAP.
Zoom MCP AP

PRO LINE 21

Clicking areas in panel:
5. Toggle landing or full 2D panel.
6. Zoom PFD.
7. Zoom MFD.

Pro line 21 gauges:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Autopilot
Primary Flight Display (PFD)
Display Control Panel (DCP)
Multifunction Display (MFD)
FMC

5. Gauges
AIRSPEED INDICATOR

Blue & Red
Needles

Markers
Position of red and blue needles and the three markers as well can be settled by means of the cliking
areas showed above.
When you first load the panel needles and markers are settled as follows:
-Red needle: VREF - Landing Approach Speed flaps down; gear down Weight 15.000 lbs, 109 KIAS
-Blue needle: V2 - Takeoff Safety Speed dry runway, flaps up Standard temperature, 5,000' pressure altitude
Weight 15.000 lbs, 117 KIAS
-Left marker: Maximum Flap Placard Speeds Approach 202 KIAS
-Center marker: VLE - Maximum Gear Operating Speed 184 KIAS
-Right marker: Maximum Flap Placard Speeds Full extension 158 KIAS

DAVTRON DIGITAL CLOCK M877 (FPI MODEL ONLY) AND M850 (PL21 MODEL
ONLY)

Operation
The way both clocks work is very similar.
The SEL button selects what is to be displayed, and the CTL button controls the timers.
Pressing SEL sequentially selects to display Local Time, GMT , Flight Time, Elapsed Time, and back to
Local Time. In the bottom segment of the display a dot points to the selected display LT, GMT, FT or
ET.
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FT starts counting when a valid groundspeed was first greater than 30 knots (typically during takeoff)
and it will stops when that speed come down to less than 30 knots. ET starts counting when you click
on control button while ET is selected (the red dot is above ET)
When FT is being displaying ((the red dot is above FT) clicking twice the CTL button resets Flight Time,
FT, back to zero. One more click will start it again. The CTL button also stops, resets and starts again
Elapsed Time when clicked sequentially, if ET is selected.
Flight Time and Elapsed Time counts up to 59 minutes, 59 seconds, and then switches to hours and
minutes.

RMI

YELLOW NEEDLE DRIVEN
BY VOR1 OR ADF

GREEN NEEDLE DRIVEN
BY VOR2 OR ADF

RADIO ALTIMETER (FPI MODEL ONLY)
LED: off above 2500 ft,
yellow between 2500 ft
and decision height,
amber below DH

Decision
height bug

Set decision
height
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OUTSIDE AIR TEMPERATURE (FPI MODEL ONLY)
TOGGLES
ºC / ºF

VERTICAL SPEED

SET VS

SELECTED
VS

ON/OFF

ALTITUDE ALERTER AND ALTITUDE PRESELECTOR (FPI MODEL ONLY)

The Altitude Selector and Altitude Alerter enables the pilot to preselect altitudes to be used by the
autopilot. It also has an alert light that blinks when selected altitude is changed and lights steady
between 1000 and 300 ft from selected altitude.
Clicking areas

100’s

1000’s
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COM GAUGE

ACTIVE &
STBY COM
RADIOS

TOGGLES
ACTIVE - STBY
COM RADIO
FREQUENCIES

SET STAND
BY COM
RADIOS
SWITCH &
LED
ON /OFF

COM ACTIVE
ON /OFF

NAV GAUGE
ACTIVE &
STBY NAV
RADIOS

TOGGLES
ACTIVE - STBY
NAV RADIO
FREQUENCIES

SET STAND
BY NAV
RADIOS
SWITCH &
LED
ON /OFF

NAV ACTIVE
ON /OFF
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ADF GAUGE

SET ADF

SWITCH &
LED
ON /OFF

ADF ACTIVE
ON /OFF
SET ADF
DECIMAL

XPNDER GAUGE
SET ADF

SWITCH &
LED
ON /OFF
SET VFR
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MAP GAUGE (FPI MODEL ONLY)
This is a customized gauge imitating the look of the Collins WXR 270.

1. Show HSI mode:

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

Distance to VOR1
Ground speed
AP heading
VOR1 pointer
Flight plan route
VOR2 pointer
Distance to VOR2
Course
Range

2. Decluter key allows you what navaids will be displayed, showed in label 9
3. Show/Hide traffic. Label 8 will be visible if traffic is on
4. Change map orientation, track up or north up, showed in label 10.
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5. Map key. Press once to see terrain, twice to hide terrain.

6. On/off
7. Map range label.
8. Traffic label
9. Decluter label
10. Map orientation label
11. Map range keys, from 5 to 500 nm.

ELECTRONIC ATTITUDE DIRECTOR INDICATOR (FPI MODEL ONLY)
This is a Rockwell Collins FPI type EADI

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

AP announcements
IAS
Glide slope indicator
Ground speed
CDI indicator (NAV or GPS) depending on source navigation mode set in MCP
Radio altimeter
Decision height
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ELECTRONIC HORIZONTAL SITUATION INDICATOR AND MCP (FPI MODEL
ONLY)
This is a Rockwell Collins FPI type EHSI.

1. Next wpt name and distance or VOR1 distance
2. AP heading set
3. Flight plan desired track
4. Course
5. Pointer 1 symbol and distance (VOR) or name (ADF)
6. Pointer 2 symbol and distance (VOR) or name (ADF)
7. CDI needle
8. Pointer 2
9. Pointer 1
10. Navigation source (NAV or GPS)
11. Wind, direction and velocity
12. Ground speed
It has four display modes: HSI, ARC both showing MAP or not as selected in MCP.
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MAIN CONTROL PANEL (MCP) (FPI MODEL ONLY)
The EHSI display mode is selected by MCP

Clicking areas
1. Click left and right sides to set EHSI heading bug. Clicking on center set bug to current heading.
2. Selects EHSI display mode (outer sides) or map range (inner sides)
3. Click left and right sides to set Course selector. Clicking on center centres course.
5. Shows / Hide CDI.
6. Navigation mode (GPS or NAV mode)
7. Sets what drives magenta needle: VOR1, VOR2 or ADF
8. Shows / Hide map
9. Sets what to display when EHSI is in map mode: A--- (just airports), AVN- (APTS, VORs and NDBs),
AVNI (APTS, VORs, NDBs and INTERSECTIONS)
10. Sets what drives blue needle: VOR1, VOR2 or ADF

AUTOPILOT (FPI MODEL ONLY)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

AP settings
Program switches
IAS selected window
Sets IAS
IAS window ON/OFF
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AUTOPILOT (Pro Line 21 MODEL ONLY)

Above are the AP clicking areas. Functions are well known. The VNAV button must be used together
with the FMC (FMC manual is in a separate doc).

DISPLAY CONTROL PANEL (DCP) (Pro Line 21 MODEL ONLY)

1. The left and right mouse areas change the value and the center sets the standard
pressure of 29.92 or 1013 HPA.
2. Toggles the altimeter setting between IN HG and HPA, in PFD.
3. Displays the reference pages in PFD.
4. Changes the selected value on the REFS page of PFD.
5. Displays the navigation menus in PFD
6. Toggles navigation source between NAV1 or GPS.
7. Changes PFD range in ARC and Flight plan modes.
8. Changes MFD map range.
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PRIMARY FLIGHT DISPLAY (PFD) (Pro Line 21 MODEL ONLY)

The PFD contains all the flight instruments on one display. Below is a description of the main sections
of the PFD.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Navigation source selected by DCP (NAV or GPS).
IAS selected by AP.
IAS selected bug.
IAS tape.
Vrefs. Show or hide by DCP
IAS trend
MACH
Markers

Current Vertical Speed (VS).
Altitude set in AP.
Altitude selected bug.
Current VS indicator.
VS set in AP bug.
Altitude tape.
Baro set (can be changed to HPA by DCP)

AP settings.
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1. The BELOW GLIDE announcement is displayed on an ILS approach when you are a dot and a
half low and are below 1000 feet.
2. The MINIMUMS announcement will display when you descend below the DH setting.
3. Glide slope indicator.
4. Loc (green) or GPS (magenta) indicator.
5. Decision height.
6. Radar altimeter. In case point 2 happens, the radar altimeter will change to yellow as displayed
above, otherwise it is displayed in green.

1. VOR/LOC navigation (text and needle green) or GPS navigation (text and needle magenta). You
can choose what to display using the DCP NAV/BRG key and then the appropriated PFD key, as
shown above.
2. Heading selected in AP (it will show ten seconds when you change it by AP).
3. Course selected in AP (it will show ten seconds when you change it by AP).
4. AP heading bug.
5. Wind speed and direction.
6. Lower line displays ground speed, true air speed, universal time, SAT and TAT temperatures.
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The Bearing pointers are controlled by the two buttons shown above. The needles can be cycled
between OFF/VOR/ADF1/FMS1 (use the DCP NAV/BRG key if you can’t see the signs beside the
PFD select keys).
The lower part of the PFD screen can be displayed in three different formats (HSI, ARC and Flight
Plan). Press the DCP REFS key once and then the PFD FORMAT button to cycle through them. See
the pictures below.

The green arc (1) displayed above shows the distance to reach the altitude selected in AP.

In the ARC and FLPN modes the scale can be changed by the RANGE knob of the DCP.
The REFS menu has two pages and can be displayed by pressing the REFS button in DCP. Pressing
once show the first page, then the second one and pressing once more will turn the REFS menu OFF.
Once the REFS page is displayed you can modify the data by selecting the respective line select key
to the left or right of the value.
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First page
When you select one of the Vspeeds its value will have a white box around it. You can now change the
value by using the MENU SET knob. When you have the correct value set, you click the line select key
again and that will activate the speed. This is indicated by the value turning cyan. When the value is
active, it will also display on the airspeed tape as long as the aircraft is on ground.







If you press the FORMAT select key the lower display will change as explained above.

Second page
Pressing the Vrefs select key on the left, toggles showing references speeds to the right of IAS tape as
shown below:


Vref, Decision height and Baro height can be set in the same way than Vspeeds in first page.
The RA is the value that will appear in the DH setting on the PFD. The default value is 200 feet. To
reset this value, press the center of the MENU SET button. When active the value will appear in the
PFD above the radar altimeter.
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The BARO is a value that is referenced by the indicated altimeter. When this mode is active, the value
will display under the altimeter. When the aircraft descends below the BARO value and the BARO
mode is active the PFD will show the MINIMUMS announcement.

Only one reference altitude (RA or BARO) mode can be active at once. If one mode is active and you
select the other mode, the previous mode will be de-activated.
To see the navigation/bearing menu, press the NAV/BRG button on the DCP. Press it again to exit.
The available navigation sources will appear on the right side of the PFD. To change the active
navigation source, press the navigation source line select key next to the navigation source you would
like. The active mode will show in magenta (GPS) or green (VOR). The inactive mode will appear in
white.

The bearing source menu is located on the left side of the PFD. By pressing the line select keys next to
the symbols, you can toggle through the available navigation sources for each pointer (blue pointer
and white pointer).
When the space to the right of the pointer is blank, then no bearing pointer is active.
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MULTIFUNCTION DISPLAY (MFD) (Pro Line 21 MODEL ONLY)
This MFD has part of the functions of the real one and has been partially customized.
It is divided in to two sections, the upper is the engine and flight plan section. The lower is the map
section.

All the engine instruments are located in the upper section. Some indications are numerical while
others have both numerical and analog indications. If a limit is exceeded, the associated slider will turn
to red.

The part of the flight plan listed in MFD are the next waypoint, the wpt after the next and the
destination. Distances and estimated times of arrival to them are displayed as well.
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The lower part of the MFD screen displays a map. Its range can be changed by the DCP, using the
inner part of lower knob as explained above.
This are the functions of the select keys:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Terrain level of detail.
Decluter key.
Show or hide traffic.
Show or hide select key labels.
Change map orientation (track up or north up).
Show or hide flight plan data in the upper part of the screen.

The other numbers in the picture above are:
7. Map range (can be changed by the DCP).
8. This label will display if the third left select key(3) has been pressed.
9. Display decluter number (1, 2, 3 or nothing).
10. This label will display TRACK UP or NORTH UP depending on (5).
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FLIGHT MANAGEMENT COMPUTER (FMC)
FMC manual is in a separate document (ka350fmc.pdf) located in the same folder than this one.

6. Technical support
If you have any question, please contact FrienlyPanels at:
fpanels@friendlypanels.com
Web page:
www.friendlypanels.com
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